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About the WMB250AC
A strong and reliable internet connection at home is a must as the demand for
information and entertainment becomes higher and the last thing you would want
to happen is to be disconnected while at home, probably roaming around with your
device. To give you a better connection and coverage, Aztech developed the
WMB250AC, an all-in-one solution that gives a 2100Mbps dual-band concurrent
wireless access point to give you a satisfying experience for your internet needs. It
seamlessly circumvents coverage so you can rest assured you are connected even
if you roam around with your device. It is equipped with 1 Gigabit LAN Port and 4
Fast LAN ports to support wired connections. It provides powerful and stable
connection that works at both 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands simultaneously, so whether
you're streaming high-definition videos or playing online games you're sure you won't
get interrupted. With a simple setup feature, you can securely connect supported
devices without the hassle.
•

Powerful Data Transfer Rates for Bandwidth Intensive Activities
Exclusively designed for powerful coverage, the Aztech WMB250AC is
equipped with 802.11ac wireless standard enables it to provide 2100Mbps
dual band concurrent wireless rates so you don’t have to worry about your
bandwidth-hungry activities.

•

Multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) Technology
Using the latest QuantennaTM QHS840 chipset, the Aztech WMB250AC, with its
4T4R 5GHz Multi-User MIMO Wireless AC Technology, allows you to enjoy and
maximize the full benefits of the 802.11ac wireless standard by delivering
unparalleled network performance to all 5GHz wirelessly connected devices.
This technology intensively enhances wireless performance when there are
multiple devices connected to the 5GHz wireless network.

•

Outstanding Authority in Mesh Technology
Designed to find its way to keep you connected through the advanced mesh
technology, the WMB250AC circumvents coverage, robustness and capacity
limitations imposed on wireless home networks by the conventional star
topology giving you a premium Wi-Fi experience.

•

Concurrent Dual Band Wireless Connectivity
Equipped with dual band concurrent wireless access point, the WMB250AC
simultaneously works at both 2.4GHz and 5GHz to deliver extreme
connectivity and speed for your internet needs.
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•

AztechMesh App
Using the AztechMesh app on your phone, you can easily change the SSID
and password of the mesh network. You can also view the information of all
the nodes, and clients within the mesh network.
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Package Contents
Package contents are listed below. For any missing items, please contact your
dealer immediately. Product contents vary for different models.
•
•
•
•
•

WMB250AC
Ethernet cable (RJ45)
DC Power Adapter
Easy Start Guide
Warranty Policy

NOTE: You may also download the Easy Start Guide and the User Manual by visiting
http://www.aztech.com
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Device Interface
Front
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fast Ethernet LED
Gigabit Ethernet LED
WPS LED
Mesh LED
5. Power LED

LED
Power

WPS

Mesh

LAN5

Status
Off

Description
No Power

Blinking White

Device is booting

Solid White

Device has booted and is
running

Solid White

WPS Pairing has been
established

Blinking White

Ongoing/active WPS process

Off

WPS is not running

Off

Mesh Disabled

Solid White

Mesh connected

Blinking White

Mesh disconnected

Off

Giga Ethernet Port
disconnected

Solid White
LAN 1-4

Giga Ethernet Port connected

Off

Fast Ethernet Port connected

Solid White

Fast Ethernet Port
disconnected
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Back
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fast Ethernet Ports 1-4
Gigabit Ethernet Port
Factory Reset Button
12 DC Power Input

Physical Interface

Description

Ethernet Port 1 - 4

For LAN connection using an Ethernet cable and
connecting computers and other Ethernet
devices

Gigabit Ethernet Port

For WAN connection using an Ethernet cable
and connecting computers and/or router.

Reset

To reset the device to the factory default
configuration

Power Input

Adapter input
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Getting Started
Setting up the device is fast and easy. The diagram below provides an outline of the
steps needed in order to complete the installation. Brief descriptions appear beside
each step. Detailed instructions are provided in the subsequent pages.

Plan your
network

You may see the suggested network setup.

Setup
WMB250AC

Setup your WMB250AC either as an AP or a
Mesh Node.

Move the
WMB250AC

Place your WMB250AC to the desired
location where dead spot is experienced.*

Ready to use
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Plan your Extended Network
Before moving ahead to setup the AP, it is a good idea to draw out a network
diagram to help identify your network devices and plan out how to connect these
devices to your AP.

Each port in the device can be used for different connections. For example:
• Ethernet 1 – Main Router
• Ethernet 2 – Laptop
NOTE: If you have a data point in the place where you wish to place your
WMB250AC, one of the Ethernet port can be used for WAN connection to set up
your WMB250AC as AP.
To create a network diagram:
•
•

For wireless devices, identify the wireless devices you want to include in the
network.
For wired devices, identify which Ethernet port you want to use for each
device.
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Setting WMB250AC as an Access Point (AP)
To setup the WMB250AC as AP, find an area near the data point or the main router
and near an electrical outlet. Alternatively, you may wish to use an Ethernet cable
to connect the WMB250AC to your router for further distance (only if you do not
have/wish to use the data point).

Manual Setup
a. Turn ON your WMB250AC by connecting and plugging its power adapter to a
power outlet.
b. Connect the WMB250AC LAN ports 1-4 or Gigabit LAN port to the LAN port of
your main router using an Ethernet cable/RJ45.

Setting up the Extended Network
a. WMB250AC connected to main router as AP/Mesh Node:
Access the main router’s Web user interface and check the IP of the
WMB250AC. After finding out the IP, access the Web User Interface of
WMB250AC using that IP. It will be listed as WMB250AC in your router
connected device list. E.g.; if IP of the main router is 192.168.1.254, the
possible IP of WMB250AC can be 192.168.1.x
b. Set the SSID (Network Name) and Network Password of WMB250AC. You may
choose to set the SSID and Network Password the same as your main router’s
SSID and Network Password.
c. Connect your WMB250AC to your data point or main router through one of its
Ethernet port using an Ethernet cable.

NOTE: The POWER LED must be solid White.
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Setting up your WMB250AC as Mesh Node
WMB250AC is a Mesh-Ready device as a Mesh Node. Before you set up your mesh
system, you will need two units of WMB250AC. One unit will be connected to the
main router and will be known as the main AP/Controller unit. The second
WMB250AC will be the Mesh Node unit.

To set up your Mesh System with WMB250AC;
1. Ensure that there is already a WMB250AC connected to the main
router as an AP.
2. Connect the second WMB250AC mesh node to your laptop via LAN
cable and access 192.168.1.100 using your internet browser.
3. Set the Wi-Fi Password of the WMB250AC mesh node to the same Wi-Fi
SSID (Network name) and Password as your WMB250AC main AP.
4. Reboot your WMB250AC node.
5. Wait for the Mesh LED of the main AP and mesh node to turn solid
WHITE.
6. When the Mesh LED on both the main AP and mesh node is solid
WHITE, pairing and link is successful and up.
7. The whole pairing process takes up to 3 minutes.
8. You may now move your mesh node.
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Adding More WMB250AC Mesh Nodes (Manually)
You may add additional WMB250AC to your mesh system as mesh nodes. This will
help increase the coverage of your wireless range capacity as well as you will be
able to roam without disconnection.

ROUTER

WMB250AC MESH NODE

MASTER WMB250AC AP
INTERNET

ONT/CABLE MODEM

WMB250AC MESH NODE

To add additional mesh node(s);
1. Position your mesh node near the Main WMB250AC AP Controller and
plug the power adapter to the power socket.
2. Add the Mesh Nodes needed to change the SSID (Wi-Fi Network
Name) and Wi-Fi Password of the second node the same SSID and
Password as your main WMB250AC AP Controller.
3. Reboot your second WMB250AC mesh node.
4. Wait for the Mesh LED of the main AP and mesh node to turn solid
WHITE.
5. When the Mesh LED on both the main AP and mesh node is solid
WHITE, pairing and link is successful and up.
6. The whole pairing process takes up to 5 minutes.
7. You may now move your mesh node.
NOTE: It is recommended to place your mesh nodes between the Mesh Controller
and the place where dead zone is experienced.
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The Web User Interface
The Web User interface (UI) allows you to configure your WMB250AC’s features.

Accessing the Web User Interface
To access your WMB250AC Web User Interface;
1. Launch any web browser (e.g. Google Chrome, Internet Explorer).
2. Depending on configuration:
•

Stand-alone WMB250AC as AP:
Type in 192.168.1.100 on the address bar and then press Enter.

•

WMB250AC connected to main router as AP/Mesh Node:
Access the main router’s Web user interface and check the IP of the
WMB250AC. After finding out the IP, access the Web User Interface of
WMB250AC using that IP. It will be listed as WMB250AC in your router
connected device list. E.g.; if IP of the main router is 192.168.1.254, the
possible IP of WMB250AC can be 192.168.1.x

3. Key in the default credentials to enter the Web user interface. Press Enter.
Login
Password

: admin
: admin
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Navigation Panel
Allows you to access the Status, Configuration, and System panels of WMB250AC.
This includes the basic and advanced wireless network properties, view the
connected clients and the administration settings.
•
•
•

Status
Config
System

A. Status
The Status is the default page of the Web User Interface. The Status Tab consists of
four sub-tabs;
•
•
•
•

Device
Wireless
Networking
SONiQ

Device
The Device sub-tab displays the device name, model, software version, firmware
version, serial number, system uptime, and device mode.
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Wireless
The Wireless Page shows the wireless status WMB250AC. This page displays the
selection of Wi-Fi Interface, device mode, wireless band, bandwidth, AP Mac
Address (BSSID), channel, connected devices, packets received successfully, bytes
received, packets transmitted successfully and bytes transmitted.

Networking
The Networking sub-tab shows the network status of the WMB250AC. This page
displays the IP address, netmask, Ethernet0 MAC Address, Ethernet1 MAC address,
wireless MAC address, and BSSID.
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SONiQ Mesh Node
The SONiQ Mesh Node sub-tab shows the current status/role of the WMB250AC unit
when in Mesh mode. In this page, it also shows the connected WMB250AC devices.

When SONiQ is configured or when in mesh mode, the current role of the
WMB250AC will be displayed in this page. It will also show the other WMB250AC
connected to the unit.
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B. Config
The Config Tab allows you to configure the Basic and Advanced Wireless settings,
Wireless MAC Filtering and Networking Settings. There are three sub tabs for Config;
•
•

Wireless
MAC Filtering

Wireless
In this Wireless Page, there is Basic and Advanced Page. Basic Page is where users
can configure basic configurations such the SSID and Network Password.
Basic
Aside from the SSID Name, Network Password and Channel in the Basic Page, you
can also configure other settings in the Basic Page such as Device Mode and
Encryption.

To configure the 5GHz of the Wireless Setup;
1. You may designate a new SSID for your 5GHz wireless network.
2. Tick Broadcast SSID. By default, the channel is set to 149.
3. Select an Encryption by clicking on the current encryption. By default, it is set
to WPA2-AES.
NOTE: It is highly recommended to select WPA2 as the type of your
Encryption.
4. Click Save.
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Advanced
In the Advanced Page, you can configure the Wireless Band, Bandwidth, Beacon
Interval for the access point and DTIM Period. It also shows the current SONiQ state.

MAC Filtering
The MAC Filtering feature will provide additional protection to your wireless network.
It allows or denies Wireless Devices from accessing the WMB250AC with the use of
the MAC address which is unique for every network device.

To add a MAC Filter in your network,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set the MAC Address Filtering to either Black List or White List.
Click Save.
Add the client’s MAC Address by typing out the MAC Address of the client.
Click Add.
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NOTE:
1. When MAC Address Filtering is set to Black List, this means that clients added are the
devices that are not allowed to wireless access.
2. When MAC Address Filtering is set to White List, this means that clients added are the
only devices that are allowed to wireless access.

C. System
Admin
In this page, it enables you to set the Password of the Web User Interface.

To set the device’s Web UI password,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter the current password in the text field.
Enter a new Password in the text field.
Confirm by re-entering new Password in the text field.
Click Apply to save the password.

Networking
The Networking Page allows you to configure the Networking setting of your
WMB250AC. In this page, it allows you to configure the IP Address and Subnet Mask
for LAN interface. This page also displays the MAC Address of the Ethernet and
Wireless interfaces.
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Restore
Allows you to restore the WMB250AC settings to factory default settings. This page
also allows you to restore the configuration files to default while retaining the IP
settings. The restore function will be followed by a reboot. If the unit is in Mesh Node,
after reset, it will restore to stand-alone AP mode.

Update
Allows you to update the firmware of your WMB250AC. It is highly recommended to
ONLY UPDATE your unit using OFFICIALLY RELEASED Aztech firmware downloadable
from our Aztech Support Site (www.aztech.com).

Reboot
This feature allows you to reboot your WMB250AC without the need to manually
switch off the device.
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Changing the SSID and Password using the
AztechMesh App
1. Install the AztechMesh app on
your phone.

2. Connect your phone to
WMB250AC Wi-Fi Network and
launch AztechMesh app. Slide to
start.

3. Select your WMB250AC master
node from the list.

4. Enter username and password to
login. Both are “admin” by default.
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5. Click the Wi-Fi Settings button to
enter Wi-Fi Settings screen.

6. Edit SSID and Password. Click
Apply to save your changes.
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Adding a New WMB250AC Mesh Node to an
existing network
1. Power on the new WMB250AC
node. Click on the Home icon at
the middle of the screen.

2. Click “Add Mesh Node” button.

3. Select your preferred method to
add the new mesh node.

4. You may choose QR code or
Manual input method. Click the
Manual button to enter the SSID
and Password of the new node
manually.
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5. To add via QR code, select the
“Scan QR” option. The camera
shall open. Scan QR code of the
new mesh node from its product
label.

6. After successfully adding a mesh
node, wait for the mesh node to
restart. The process might take up
to 2 minutes.

NOTE: If the MESH LED with the new device is solid white, it means the mesh node has
been address successfully.
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Safety Warning
For your safety, be sure to read and follow all warning notices and instructions.


Do not open the device. Opening or removing the device cover can expose you
to dangerous high voltage points or other risks. Only qualified service personnel
can service the device. Please contact your vendor for further information.



Do not expose your device to dust or corrosive liquids.



Do not use this product near water sources.



Make sure to connect the cables to the correct ports.



Do not obstruct the ventilation slots on the device.



CE: The band 5150-5350MHz is for indoor use only.
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General Specification
To properly take care of your device, please be advised of the operation
temperature and the only power supply to be used.
Operation temperature: 0º to +40ºC
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